Simulation study of the disjoining pressure profile through a three-phase contact line.
Computer simulations are performed to measure the disjoining pressure profile Pi(y) across the three-phase contact line formed by a liquid-vapor interface intersecting a planar substrate wall lying in the xy plane. The method makes use of an exact expression for the disjoining pressure in terms of the density profile and the wall-fluid interaction. Pi(y) is reported for three distinct values of the wall-fluid attractive potential, representing differing levels of partial wetting by macroscopic adsorbed drops. Mechanical force-balance normal to the substrate is confirmed by direct evaluation of the required analog to Young's equation. For the model system under study, the disjoining pressure profiles are well-fitted by inverted Gaussians. The fitted results are used with an extension (to large values of Young's contact angle theta) of the interface Hamiltonian theory of Indekeu, thereby enabling us to report the line tension tau(theta).